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The amygdala is a structure in the temporal lobe that has long been known to play a key role in emotional
responses and emotional memory in both humans and nonhuman animals. Growing evidence from recent
neuroimaging studies points to a new, expanded role for the amygdala as a critical structure that mediates
sex differences in emotional memory and sexual responses. This review highlights current findings from
studies of sex differences in human amygdala response during emotion-related activities, such as formation of emotional memories and sexual behavior, and considers how these findings contribute to the understanding of behavioral differences between men and women. Clinical implications for the understanding of
sex differences in the prevalence of affective and anxiety disorders are discussed, and future directions in
the study of the amygdala’s role in human sex differences are outlined. NEUROSCIENTIST 11(4):288–293,
2005. DOI: 10.1177/1073858404271981
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The amygdala is a small, almond-shaped subcortical
structure located in the temporal lobe that plays a key
role in emotional memory and emotional responses in
both humans and nonhuman animals (Fig. 1). The amygdala’s neural connections to the rest of the brain put it in
a unique position to rapidly respond to sensory input and
influence physiological and behavioral responses, as
well as to influence memory storage in the adjacent hippocampus. The classic view of the amygdala’s role in
emotion portrays this structure as being primarily
involved in aversive, negative emotional states such as
fear (Adolphs and others 1995; Calder and others 2001;
Davis and Whalen 2001), but more recent studies have
demonstrated that the amygdala’s response to emotional
stimuli is more general and that it responds primarily to
the strength or intensity of a pleasant or unpleasant stimulus (Hamann and others 1999; Davis and Whalen 2001;
Hamann and others 2002).
Psychological studies have identified a variety of sex
differences in emotion-related behavior in humans. For
example, women on average retain stronger and more
vivid memories for emotional events than men (Seidlitz
and Diener 1998; Canli and others 2002). Another
prominent human sex difference is the substantially
greater role that visual stimuli play in male sexual
behavior. Recent neuroimaging studies using positron
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Fig. 1. The amygdala (red region), a small almond-shaped
structure located deep in the anterior temporal lobe, plays a
critical role in a variety of emotional processes including emotional memory and adaptive responses to emotional stimuli.
Recent work suggests that several differences between men
and women in emotional responses arise in part from sex differences in amygdala responses. Reprinted with permission by
Digitial Anatomist Project, Department of Biological Structure,
University of Washington.

emission tomography (PET) and functional MRI (fMRI)
have revealed that these and other sex differences in
emotional responses are closely linked to differences in
amygdala response. In this article, we address these and
other recent findings that highlight an emerging new
role for the amygdala as a key structure that mediates
differences in emotional and sexual responses between
men and women. These sex differences in the amygdala’s
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Box 1: Structural and Functional Sex Differences in the Amygdala
In addition to functional differences in amygdala
response, such as in emotional memory and in
responses to sexually arousing stimuli, the amygdala
in men and women differs in terms of structure and in
aspects of brain development. These structural and
developmental differences likely contribute to the
functional differences observed in neuroimaging
studies.
One major difference between the sexes is the size
of the amygdala. In the adult human brain, the male
amygdala is significantly larger than the female
amygdala, even when total brain size is taken into
account (Goldstein and others 2001). Although the
specific consequences of this sex difference in amygdala size are not known, structural differences in brain
anatomy often are associated with differences in brain
function and response. For example, one recent study
found a relation between the size of the amygdala in
patients with epilepsy and sexual drive; patients with
greater residual amygdala size after undergoing neurosurgery reported greater sexual drive and motivation (Baird and others 2004). Interestingly, the brain

function may be related to the structural and developmental sex differences that have been found previously
for this structure, such as the high concentration of sex
hormone receptors and the larger size of the amygdala in
men than women (Newman 1999) (see Box 1).
The Amygdala and Sex Differences in
Emotional Memory
Memory for emotional events is generally better than
memory for emotionally neutral events (Hamann 2001).
Several psychological studies have reported that men
and women differ substantially with respect to emotional memory (Hamann and Canli 2004). For example,
women can recall emotional memories more quickly, can
recall more emotional memories in a given period of
time, and report that the emotional memories they recall
are richer, more vivid, and more intense. In general,
then, women tend to experience greater enhancement of
their memory by emotion (Seidlitz and Diener 1998).
The stronger effect of emotion on women’s memories is
not entirely beneficial, however. As described below,
emotion can also impair memory in some situations, and
this impairment is accentuated in women. In addition,
the fact that emotional memories tend to be stronger for
women may be linked to the greater prevalence of
depression and some types of anxiety disorders in
women (Davidson and others 2002).
The three neuroimaging studies that have examined
the brain correlates of these differences in emotional
memories have found a remarkably consistent pattern of
sex differences in the role of the left and right amygdala
in emotional memory. These studies have focused on the
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regions that differ in size between men and women
tend also to be the same regions that contain high
concentrations of sex hormone receptors, suggesting
that male and female hormones play a role in determining the size of specific brain regions such as the
amygdala during brain development (Goldstein and
others 2001). Consistent with this idea, neuroimaging
studies have found that amygdala, which contains relatively high concentrations of sex hormone receptors,
develops structurally at different rates in human males
and females. Other structural differences in areas that
receive strong neuronal connections from the amygdala, such as the hypothalamus, which is larger in men
than women, may also contribute to sex differences in
brain response that involve the amygdala. Circulating
levels of sex hormones in the bloodstream constitute
an additional influence on amygdala response through
their action on receptor sites. Future work will be necessary to elucidate the complex relationship between
structural, developmental, and functional aspects of
amygdala sex differences.

effects of emotional arousal on declarative memory,
memory for facts or events that can be brought to mind
through a conscious, voluntary effort to retrieve the
memory (Squire and Zola 1996). Each of these studies
examined differences in brain activity occurring during
memory encoding (i.e., memory formation) that were
predictive of subsequent successful emotional memory
retrieval. That is, one can examine which items are successfully retrieved on a later test and then go back to
determine which brain areas were more active when
those items were originally encoded in the brain scanner.
Cahill and others (2001) used PET to image brain
activity while men and women watched either highly
aversive films or neutral films. The level of amygdala
activity at encoding predicted later emotional memory
performance for both males and females. However, for
females, this relation was found in the left amygdala
whereas for males it was in the right amygdala. A later
study by Canli and others (2002) examined brain activity in men and women during the encoding of emotional
and neutral scenes in photographs, using fMRI.
Consistent with the prior PET study, amygdala activity
during the encoding of the most emotionally arousing
photographs was strongly related to later recognition
memory for the emotional pictures, but again this relationship was seen in the left amygdala for women and
the right amygdala for men. The strength of an emotional experience, referred to as emotional arousal, is currently thought to be the most important factor that determines the degree of memory enhancement associated
with an emotional event (Hamann and others 1999;
Canli and others 2000). In this study, participants’ rat-
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ings of emotional arousal correlated with left amygdala
activity in both men and women. Thus, in females the
brain regions involved in emotional reactions coincide
with those involved in encoding memory for the experience, whereas in males these processes occur in different
hemispheres. The authors suggested the greater overlap
between the neural correlates of emotional experience
and emotional memory in women as a possible explanation for the greater vividness and accuracy of their emotional memories.
In the third study, Cahill and others (2004) examined
memory for emotionally arousing photographs in men
and women using a similar fMRI task as was used by
Canli and others (2002) and again found that later levels
of emotional memory were strongly correlated with left
amygdala activity in women but right amygdala activity
in men. In summary, these studies have found a consistent sex difference between the role of the left and right
amygdalas (Fig. 2). Speculations regarding the origin of
these sex differences have included sexually dimorphic
brain development (Goldstein and others 2001), the
influence of sex hormones both during development and
during adulthood, and possible differences in the cognitive style used by men and women in encoding emotional experiences.
Strange and others (2003) examined the effect of
inserting an emotional event (an emotionally arousing
word) into a sequence of neutral events (a list of neutral
words). As expected, memory for the arousing word was
better than memory for the neutral words. Interestingly,
however, memory for words presented just before the
emotional word was also affected, but instead of
enhancement, memory was impaired. This impairment
was not found in a patient with bilateral amygdala
lesions, strongly suggesting that the effect is amygdaladependent. In addition, the size of the emotion-induced
memory impairment was found to be twice as large for
women than for men. The specific mechanisms responsible for this memory impairment are yet unknown, but
these findings are noteworthy in that they suggest that
both the enhancing and the impairing effects of emotion
are magnified in women.
Sex Differences in Amygdala
Response to Sexual Stimuli
The amygdala has long been known to play a role in sexual behavior, from the results of animal studies as well as
clinical evidence in humans linking temporal lobe
seizures located near the amygdala to sexual behavior
such as sexual automatisms (Leutmezer and others
1999). Bilateral damage to the amygdala and surrounding cortical areas results in the so-called Klüver-Bucy
syndrome in monkeys (and, more rarely, in humans),
characterized by atypical and indiscriminate sexual
behavior.
Studies with rats with amygdala lesions have highlighted a key distinction between the role of the male
amygdala in so-called appetitive and consummatory sexual behaviors. Appetitive sexual behaviors involve moti-
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Fig. 2. The left and right amygdala have different roles in the
encoding of emotional memory for events for men and women.
The left amygdala (red oval) and right amygdala (blue oval) are
shown on a coronal MRI slice through the center of the amygdala. For women, the level of activity in the left amygdala
recorded using PET or fMRI during an emotional event correlates strongly with the probability that the event will be remembered on a later memory test, whereas activity in the right
amygdala is not related to subsequent memory performance.
Conversely, for men, activity in the right amygdala (but not left
amygdala) during an emotional event correlates strongly with
later memory for the event. The strength of emotion experienced during an event correlates with left amygdala activity
in both men and women, however, indicating that in females
the brain regions involved in emotional reactions coincide
with those involved in encoding memory for the experience,
whereas in men these processes occur in different hemispheres. The greater overlap between the neural correlates of
emotional experience and emotional memory in women may
help account for the greater vividness and accuracy of their
emotional memories.

vation to obtain a sexual reward (i.e., desire or wanting),
whereas consummatory sexual behaviors involve obtaining a reward (i.e., copulation). Everitt (1990) reported
that lesions to the medial amygdala impaired the ability
of male rats to respond to olfactory and other sexual cues
from a receptive female, implicating this structure in
appetitive sexual motivation. Male rats were trained to
gain access to receptive female rats that were placed
above them in a plastic enclosure by repeatedly pushing
a lever that would open a trapdoor. Amygdala lesions
markedly reduced bar-pressing behavior to obtain
females but did not interfere with sexual behavior when
the females were placed next to the males. Because
lesions to the medial amygdala do not affect female sexual receptivity, this demonstrated that in rats the amygdala is critical for male but not female appetitive sexual
responses.
Moving to studies of humans, researchers have drawn
on these previous animal findings to guide their search
for brain regions that may differ between men and
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women in the domain of sexual behavior. These studies
have used neuroimaging to examine the brain basis
underlying a major sex difference in responses to appetitive visual sexual stimuli, namely, the greater male
response to such stimuli. Numerous studies have demonstrated that men are more psychologically and physiologically responsive to visual sexually arousing stimuli
and display a greater motivation to seek out and interact
with such stimuli (Symons 1979). This specific sex difference is predicted by evolutionary and sociobiological
theories that postulate that it is adaptive for males to
react rapidly to visual information that signals an opportunity to mate with a fertile female because this tends to
increase their probability of passing on their genes.
Because of the greater maternal investment in time and
resources for childrearing, a similar rapid arousal
response to visual stimuli is not adaptive for females.
We recently conducted an fMRI study investigating
this issue (Hamann and others 2004). Of particular interest was whether men and women would differ in activity in the amygdala and hypothalamus, based both on
prior converging evidence from animal studies and the
key role of the amygdala in mediating emotional
responses. We tested two leading hypotheses concerning
how sex differences in activations to sexual stimuli
might arise. If men exhibit greater brain activations than
women in response to visual sexual stimuli, this neural
difference may arise simply because the men typically
respond with greater psychological and physiological
arousal rather than because of any sex difference per se.
In contrast, the processing mode hypothesis proposes
that sex differences in brain activation elicited by sexual
stimuli arise from differences in cognitive styles or neural pathways recruited by men and women during the
processing of sexual stimuli, not from arousal. By this
view, men and women should differ in their neural
responses to sexual stimuli even after they have been
matched on arousal.
Thus, the goal was to test these hypotheses by comparing men and women on their responses to visual sexual stimuli under conditions in which they were equated
on elicited arousal. Matching the sexes on arousal
required careful preselection of visual sexual stimuli. We
examined brain activity with fMRI in 14 men and 14
women while they viewed sexually arousing photographs, neutral photographs, or a control condition in
which a blank screen with a visual fixation cross (+) was
presented. Ratings of sexual arousal were also assessed,
and these confirmed that men and women were successfully equated on arousal.
The primary finding was that the amygdala and hypothalamus exhibited substantially more activation in men
than in women when viewing the same sexually arousing
visual stimuli. This can be seen in Figure 3a, which
shows the regions where men showed significantly
greater activation than women for the sexual stimuli
compared to the fixation control, especially in the left
amygdala. The separate group brain activation maps of
the same comparison for men and women are shown in
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Figure 3b and 3c, respectively. In contrast to men, there
was a lack of significant activity in the bilateral amygdala and the hypothalamus for women in response to
sexually arousing photographs (Fig. 3c). When we contrasted the activations for the sexually arousing stimuli
with the closely matched nonsexual neutral stimuli,
which controlled for the presence of pleasant social
stimuli and faces, we obtained similar results.
Remarkably, no areas of greater activation for women
than for men were found. Another fMRI study, conducted by Karama and others (2002), also examined sex differences in brain responses to sexually arousing visual
stimuli (films). Greater activity for men in the hypothalamus (which receives substantial amygdalar output) was
observed, consistent with our results, but greater activity in the amygdala itself was not found. However, these
authors have recently conducted a follow-up study using
shorter versions of their film stimuli (a design more sensitive to rapid changes in amygdala activity) and have
obtained preliminary results that replicated our finding
of greater left amygdala activity in men (S. Karama, personal communication, August 2004).
Overall, the results of our study favor the processing
mode hypothesis rather than the arousal hypothesis
because they were obtained when arousal had been
equated for men and women. The greater amygdala activation for men is particularly interesting because this sex
difference parallels the findings of prior studies with rats
implicating the amygdala in male sexual motivation. A
motivation interpretation would also be consistent with
neuroimaging studies that have strongly implicated the
human amygdala in other forms of appetitive motivation,
for example, desire for food or drugs (Arana and others
2003; Gottfried and others 2003). By this view, the
greater amygdala activation for men reflects a greater
appetitive motivation or desire elicited by visual sexual
stimuli. If this view is correct, then future neuroimaging
studies that assess appetitive motivation, for example, by
requiring subjects to expend money or effort to view
sexual stimuli, should find a strong relation between this
measure of motivation and amygdala activity.
Another intriguing human parallel with the differential roles of the amygdala in male appetitive (precopulatory) versus consummatory (copulatory) sexual responses demonstrated in rats was found in a PET study of
brain activity in men during consummatory sexual
behavior (Holstege and others 2003). Relative to rest,
consummatory male sexual behavior (orgasm) elicited
decreased activity in only one area, the left amygdala.
Similar decreases were not reported for females. Thus,
whereas viewing appetitive sexual stimuli by males in
our current study elicited highly localized increases in
amygdala activation, consummatory sexual behavior
elicited correspondingly focal deactivations in the amygdala.
Clinical Implications
A number of psychological disorders involving emotional function occur at substantially different rates in men
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Fig. 3. Results from an fMRI study (Hamann and others 2004)
comparing brain responses of men and women to sexually
arousing photographs, showing greater activation for men
specifically in the bilateral amygdala and the hypothalamus.
Brain regions where men showed greater activation than
females when viewing sexually arousing photographs versus a
control condition in which a fixation cross (+) was presented.
The middle circle shows the approximate location of the hypothalamus, whereas the outer two circles indicate the approximate location of the left and right amygdala. Brighter colors on
the color bar indicate larger effects (statistical Z scores). The
right hemisphere is on the right of the coronal images. (a) Left:
coronal image showing greater bilateral amygdala and hypothalamic activations for males versus females for the statistical
comparison between sexually arousing stimuli and fixation.
Right: axial view of the same contrast. (b) This shows the more
active areas while viewing sexually arousing stimuli versus fixation for the group of men. (c) The same contrast and views for
females. In contrast to men, there is a lack of significant activity in the bilateral amygdala and the hypothalamus for women in
response to sexually arousing photographs.

versus women. For example, women are about twice as
likely in their lifetime to experience clinical depression.
Posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), an anxiety disorder associated with serious traumatic events and characterized by such symptoms as reliving a trauma in
dreams, numbness and lack of involvement with reality,
or recurrent thoughts that intrude into daily awareness,
also occurs in women about twice as often as in men.
Sex differences in the amygdala’s response have been
cited by several authors as a potentially important factor
that may explain why some psychological disorders are
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more common in men or women (Davidson and others
2002). Abnormal amygdala function has been observed
in depression (Sheline and others 2001), and sex differences in the amygdala’s role in emotional memory have
been linked to the greater prevalence of depression in
women. Specifically, the prevalence of ruminative thinking, the repetitive focusing on negative feelings and
memories of negative life experiences, is greater in
females than males, and ruminative thinking is also
associated with longer and more severe episodes of
depression. A consequence of women’s tendency to form
stronger emotional memories and different patterns of
emotion-related amygdala activity may be that memories
of negative life events are more available for rumination,
contributing to a greater vulnerability to depression.
Likewise, current theories of PTSD conceptualize this
disorder in terms of basic mechanisms of associative
fear conditioning, a nonconscious form of learning
involving either an abnormally strong learned fear
response to stimuli associated with the trauma that precipitated the disorder or an inability to extinguish
(diminish) inappropriate fear responses (Davis and
Whalen 2001). Because fear conditioning depends critically on the amygdala, sex differences in amygdala
response may partly account for the greater prevalence
of PTSD in women.
Turning to disorders more prevalent in men, a number
of sexual disorders such as voyeurism are far more
prevalent in men (Gomez 1991). The greater amygdala
response to visual sexual stimuli and greater appetitive
motivation elicited by visual sexual stimuli may contribute to the greater rate of such disorders in males.
Lastly, autism, a developmental disability that is characterized by significant deficits in emotion, communication, and social interaction, is approximately four times
as common in males than in females. The social and
emotional deficits in autism have been speculated to
result in part from an altered amygdala function in individuals with autism, partly on the basis of similar
deficits that have been observed in patients with lesions
to the amygdala (Adolphs and others 1995). The link
between the amygdala and autism is further supported by
neuroimaging evidence that the amygdala in children
with autism undergoes abnormal development
(Schumann and others 2004).
Future Directions
Collectively, the findings of these studies support the
notion that the amygdala is a key structure mediating
differences in emotional behaviors between men and
women (see summary in Table 1). As noted previously,
the greater prevalence of some psychological disorders
may stem in part from sex differences in amygdala
responses. The clear clinical implication of this link is
that a better understanding of how amygdala function
differs between men and women should help shed light
on the biological basis for these disorders.
Sex differences in human behavior can arise from
multiple causes, including alterations in brain develop-
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Table 1. Summary of Patterns of Response in the Left and Right Amygdala for Men and Women Across the Domains
of Function Examined in the Studies Reviewed
Emotional
Memory

Emotional Responses
(Visual Stimuli)

Emotional Responses
(Sexual Stimuli)

Left

Right

Left

Right

Left

Ø

***

***

*

***

***

Ø

***

*

Ø

`
a

Right

Consummatory
Sexual Behavior
Left

Right

**

↓ ***

Ø

Ø

Ø

Ø

In some domains, sex differences take the form of a shift in hemisphere, whereas in other cases the sex difference is primarily manifested in the overall level of amygdala activity. Left and right refer to the left and right amygdala, respectively. Findings are listed on
the upper row for males and the lower row for females. Symbol legend: Ø = activity absent or minimal; * = some significant activity,
variable across studies; ** = moderate activity; *** = high activity; ↓ = decreased activity.

ment, differences in brain morphology, the effects of sex
hormones, or different social experiences of men and
women. Future research will help determine the degree
to which each of these factors contributes to sex differences in behavior, as well as the specific role of differences in amygdala response. Neuroimaging studies have
only recently started to examine sex differences in emotion and cognition. As more studies begin to examine the
neural basis of sex differences in emotion and other
domains, a more comprehensive picture of the important
similarities and differences between men and women
will emerge. For the domain of emotion, the amygdala is
likely to feature prominently in this picture.
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